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Abstract

We consider the problem of the hydrogen atom interacting with a circularly
polarized microwave field, modeled as a perturbed Kepler problem. A re-
markable feature of this system is that the electron can follow what we term
erratic orbits before ionizing. In an erratic orbit the electron makes multiple
large distance excursions from the nucleus with each excursion being followed
by a close approach to the nucleus, where the interaction is large. Here we
are interested in the mechanisms that explain this observation. We find that
the manifolds associated with certain hyperbolic periodic orbits may play an
important role, despite the fact that, in some respects, the dynamics is al-
most Keplerian. A study of some relevant invariant objects is carried out for
different system parameters. The consequences of our findings for ionization
of an electron by the external field are also discussed.
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orbits, chaotic regions, ionization.

1. Introduction

Studies of the three body problem and, in particular, the Sun-Earth-
Moon system, have stimulated an enormous number of advances in physics
and mathematics, including the discovery of classical chaos [10]. Obviously
chaotic dynamics, e.g., in the Solar System, can have a variety of conse-
quences many of which might be considered negative or destructive. How-
ever, recently chaos has been implicated in the construction of various objects
in the Solar System, e.g., binaries in the Kuiper belt as well as the capture
of irregular moons at Jupiter and Saturn [1]. Chaos is far from being a topic
restricted to classical mechanics; over the past forty years or so a vast body
of literature has accumulated on the subject of chaos in microscopic, i.e.,
quantum, systems. Many of these studies have focussed on perturbations of
the hydrogen atom which is described by the same (classical) Hamiltonian
as is Kepler’s problem. We mention in particular [23], [7], [4], [13], (going
back 10-15 years) to the latest application [17] (and also references therein)
corresponding to strong field ionization.

In classical mechanics, Hill’s problem, which is essentially a perturbed
Kepler problem, is widely viewed as being the paradigm of a realistic chaotic
system (although other simple models certainly exist). Hill’s problem can
be obtained as a special case of the restricted three-body problem (RTBP).
It is of note than in quantum mechanics a very close analogue to the RTBP
exists, namely, the hydrogen atom interaction with a circularly polarized elec-
tromagnetic fields - which we will refer here simply as “the CP” problem (see,
for example, [6] and [11]). All of the ingredients of the RTBP are contained
in this system; stable or unstable motion in a rotating frame depending on
a parameter; the possibility of capture or escape (of an electron); stable,
unstable and chaotic motion co-existing well above all equilibrium points of
the system. The latter point is significant because escape and capture are
not governed by energy constraints, i.e., by surfaces of zero-velocity, but by
dynamical constraints which are not immediately obvious based on a study of
the potential energy surface or the surface of zero-velocity. In the CP prob-
lem these properties have been used to predict and simulate electronic states
which are direct analogs of the Trojan asteroids in the Solar System; essen-
tially these states are highly localized electronic wavepackets which “orbit”
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the nucleus in much the same way that the two groups of Trojan asteroids
orbit the Sun along the same orbit as does Jupiter [5], [16].

The CP problem - as well as its extension to the case in which the field is
elliptically polarized (here the EP problem) - has been the subject of intense
study [11]. Nevertheless, these exhibit a variety of phenomena that remain
poorly understood. In this article we focus, in particular, on the problem
of ionization or escape of an electron in the CP problem. Because escape is
related to capture by time reversal then our results can be adapted to apply
to capture also.

Previous numerical simulations [6] have shown that the electron, prior to
ionization, can make multiple excursions to distances which are hundreds of
times the radius of the atom, then returning to the vicinity of the nucleus,
before actually leaving the system (ionizing). More particularly, the behavior
of the distance to the origin as a function of time can increase and decrease
alternatively in an apparently random way, such that it is difficult to predict
when an electron will actually ionize. Moreover, this casts doubts over the
fact that ionization mechanism is adequately understood. We are interested
specifically in explaining the reasons for this kind of behavior. The two
main issues to be addressed in this article are (i) the structure of the stable
and unstable manifolds of the problem and (ii) the mechanism by which
an initially bound electron escapes through interaction of the atom with a
circularly polarized microwave field.

In general, our study and objectives are similar to the earlier investigation
by Simó and Stuchi [20] who studied the structure of the central stable and
unstable manifolds of the Hill problem in a rotating frame, and the destruc-
tion of Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) tori as a function of energy. Here,
we are interested in the evolution of these dynamical structures in the CP
problem, and how this impacts ionization, as various physical parameters,
including the energy, are varied. Our approach, however, is different and our
Hamiltonian represents a microscopic system. We are particularly interested
in puzzling features concerning ionizing/escaping orbits.

One approach to constructing the stable and unstable manifolds associ-
ated with saddle points - which are the gateways to escape and capture -
has been to use normal form theory (NFT). However, we have discovered
empirically that the NFT approach breaks down both in the RTBP and the
CP problem around certain equilibrium points (L3 in the case of the RTBP
or L1 in the CP problem). Hence, we use a numerical alternative approach
to make a systematic study of the homoclinic orbits of the CP problem.
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The paper is organized in four parts which are mostly self contained
but which complement each other: Section 2 is devoted to general features
of the problem. The equations of motion for a hydrogen atom in rotating
coordinates are given. Actually we obtain a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) that depends only on one parameter K. Also a description
of the main families of periodic orbits of the problem is given. We will
consider the problem from a dynamical system point of view, i.e., we will be
interested in a variety of invariant objects (equilibrium points, periodic and
homoclinic orbits and invariant manifolds) exhibited by this system of ODEs.
In Section 3, the invariant manifolds of hyperbolic Lyapunov periodic orbits
(LPO) around the equilibrium point are considered, and we also analyze
the existence of homoclinic orbits to the LPO. Such homoclinic orbits allow
the existence of orbits with prescribed itineraries as well as the presence of
chaotic motion. In particular, transit and non-transit orbits are introduced.
Then, in Section 4 we present a detailed description of the main features
of the dynamics from a global point of view for small values of K. Suitable
Poincaré sections are taken and the evolution of the different objects involved
in the dynamics are described, when varying the energy. In particular we
describe the role of invariant tori as barriers for capture and we also show
some orbits suitable for ionization purposes. Therefore, we will see that
there are other dynamical barriers than the zero velocity curves and the
bottleneck around the unstable LPO that prevent trajectories from escaping.
Some mechanisms (due to the dynamics of such invariant objects) to explain
possible ionization/capture will be discussed. Finally, in Section 5 we localize
and classify the set of initial conditions of ionizing and erratic orbits and
we give some experimental estimates of escaping time. Conclusions are in
Section 6.

We finally remark that the numerical integrations carried out along the
paper have been done using a Taylor method, using the software package
provided by Jorba and Zou [12]. This is a robust method, both in speed and
accuracy, and suitable for long time span integrations.

2. The CP problem

In this Section we present the equations of the problem and some basic
properties related to equilibrium points and their stability, and the zero ve-
locity curves. Moreover, we give a description of the main families of periodic
orbits (PO) that play an important role in the dynamics of the problem. In
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the Appendix more details with respect to changes of coordinates and others
characteristics of the problem are given.

Let us consider the relative motion of a hydrogen atom subjected to a
circularly polarized (CP) microwave, where the pulse of the microwave field
is taken with a flat-top shape, i.e., the field amplitude is ramped up in time
until it achieves a final, constant amplitude. Here we ignore the ramping and
only consider the dynamics after the flat-top has been reached - see [6] for a
discussion of the implications of the initial ramp.

The Hamiltonian for a hydrogen atom (in atomic units and in the limit
of an infinitely massive nucleus) subjected to a CP microwave field is the
following:

H =
1

2
(p2x + p2y + p2z)−

1

r
+ F (x cosωt+ y sinωt), (1)

where (x, y, z) and (px, py, pz) are the canonical coordinates and their conju-
gate momenta; r2 = x2 +y2 +z2; ω is the angular frequency of the microwave
field and F > 0 is the field strength (see [6]). We expect to have chaotic re-
gions for this Hamiltonian since it is well known that a small time-periodic
perturbation imposed on the Kepler problem creates a chaotic region with
an erratic behavior near the parabolic orbit of the Kepler problem (see [19]).

In this paper we will consider the motion in the planar case, that is for
z = 0. Furthermore, moving to a frame rotating with the CP field and by re-
scaling time and distances the expression of the Hamiltonian (see Appendix
A) is

H =
1

2
(p2x + p2y)− xpy + ypx −

1

r
+Kx, (2)

where K = F/w4/3 > 0 and, for simplicity, we keep the same names for
the position and momentum coordinates. Now the Hamiltonian becomes
autonomous and the constant value of the Hamiltonian H = h over each
solution is called the energy.

The CP problem in rotating coordinates has two equilibrium points, de-
noted by L1 and L2 and located in the x-axis at x < 0 and x > 0 respectively.
The first one is of type saddle × center, whereas the second one is of type
center × center for small values of the parameter K (see the Appendix for
more details about the equilibrium points). We denote by hi, i = 1, 2 the
energy at each equilibrium point. The richness of the dynamics around the
hyperbolic point is an important key in the global dynamics of the problem.
It is also important to take into account the region in configuration space
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where the motion is possible, the so called Hill’s region. In Figure 1 the zero
velocity curves (zvc) for K = 0.0015749 and different values of the energy
are shown. For other values of the parameter K the curves have a similar
topology. Notice that for values of the energy below that of the hyperbolic
equilibrium point the region of motion has two components, whereas for big-
ger values of the energy, the region of motion has only one component, and
the inner (around the origin) and outer regions are connected via a bottle-
neck region around the equilibrium point L1. Although there exists only one
component of motion for h1 < h < h2, for values of the energy close to h1 we
still refer to the inner and outer regions connected via the bottleneck around
L1.
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Figure 1: Zero velocity curves in (x, y) coordinates of the CP problem for K = 0.0015749
and the following energies: (a) h = −1.7 (left), (b) h = −1.50155 (center) and (c) h = −1.5
(right).

It is worth noticing that, when the particle is not far away from the
nucleus, we can deal with the problem given by (2) as a perturbed Kepler
problem when the parameter K is small, which is the case we have considered
here. In fact, we explain some features of the dynamics of the CP problem
from the dynamics of the two body problem. We have not taken values of
K bigger than 0.1 (except in the computation of homoclinic connections,
where a comment for the K ≥ 1 case is made), and in general the numerics
we present here are done for the values K = 0.0015749 and K = 0.1 (see
Table A.1 in the Appendix).

From the rotating two-body problem, K = 0, we know that, for h < −3/2,
there exist three families of circular POs: one family of direct orbits (denoted
by d) and two families of retrograde ones (denoted by ri and ro), see, for
example [15]. Given a fixed value of h < −3/2, the (x, y) projection of the
PO belonging to families d and ri lie inside the bounded Hill region, whereas
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the one belonging to ro lies in the unbounded one. When K 6= 0 and small,
these families also exist in our problem and we denote them in the same way.

Also for K 6= 0 small enough, since L1 is of type saddle×center, and
L2 of type center×center, applying the Lyapunov theorem (see [18]) when
varying the energy, we obtain three families of periodic orbits (known as
Lyapunov periodic orbits, LPO), one around L1 (ol1) and two around L2;
for the latter we distinguish between the families of short (ol2s) and long
(ol2l) period (following the nomenclature of the families around L4,5 in the
RTBP). We describe briefly these six families of PO. In Figure 2 (a) we
show the characteristic curves of the six families in the (h, x0) plane for
K = 0.0015749, where x0 is the x coordinate of the initial condition at the
intersection with the x-axis (we have always chosen as initial condition the
intersection point with biggest value of x).

• Family of direct PO (d): it exists for h < h1, tends to the origin
when h→ −∞ and tends to a periodic orbit with infinity period when
h → h1. Concerning the linear stability, the orbits are always stable
with infinitely many critical orbits (that is, with the stability parameter
equal to 2 or -2) giving rise to many bifurcated families of PO.

• Family of inner retrograde PO (ri): it exists for all values of the energy
(both positive and negative). Along the family, the period of the orbits
varies in [0, 2π]. There are two limiting periodic orbits: one of infinite
radius and period 2π when h→ +∞, and the origin for h→ −∞. The
orbits are always linearly stable.

• Family of outer retrograde PO (ro): it exists for h < h1, the stability
parameter varies between 2 and −2 and there appear many bifurcating
families along it.

• Family of LPO around L1 (ol1): it exists for h ≥ h1. The orbits
computed are unstable. Actually, for h bigger than and near h1, they
inherit the hyperbolicity of the L1 point which is of type center×saddle.
We have stopped the continuation of the family when the orbit is close
to a collision with the origin. We might continue it using regularized
coordinates and the PO would have a loop for energy values bigger
than the one for which there is a collision orbit.

• Family of LPO of long period around L2 (ol2l): it exists for h1 < h ≤ h2
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and the orbits computed are linearly stable with many critical orbits.
The orbits follow a path in configuration space that surrounds the zvc.

• Family of LPO of short period around L2 (ol2s): it exists for h ≥ h2
and the orbits computed are linearly stable. We have also stopped the
continuation of the family when the orbit has a collision with the origin.
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Figure 2: K = 0.0015749. (a) Left: Characteristic curves of the six main families of
periodic orbits in the (h, x0) plane. The black points show the location of the equilibrium
points L1, L2. The vertical dotted lines show the energy level h = h1 and h = h2. A zoom
around the equilibrium point L2 is also included. (b) Right: For h = −1.499, example of
a PO (x, y) projection) in the family ol1 (left orbit), one in ri (central orbit) and one in
ol2l (right orbit).

Notice that the range of values of the energy between h1 and h2 (when
the family ol2l exists) can be very small, depending on the value of K. See
Table A.1.

While the zero velocity curves are closed (h ≤ h1), the dynamics inside
the bounded region of motion is strongly dominated by the two main families
of periodic orbits and their bifurcations. For the study of the evolution of
these bifurcations and the dynamics inside the Hill’s region, we refer to [20],
where a perturbed two body problem similar to the one considered here is
analyzed in more detail.

3. Lyapunov periodic orbits and homoclinic phenomena

The purpose of this Section is to describe the dynamics around the hy-
perbolic equilibrium points and Lyapunov periodic orbits, by means of the
behavior of the invariant manifolds, the existence of homoclinic connections
and transit/non-transit orbits.
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As stated above, for h > h1, the Hill region of motion has only one
component and the LPO around L1 are unstable. So we can consider the
unstable W u and stable W s manifolds associated with them. These invariant
manifolds and the existence of homoclinic connections to the Lyapunov orbit
are responsible for the dynamics close to the neck around the location of L1,
and of the existence of transit orbits from the inner region close the origin
and the outer region, forward and backward in time.

For h = h1, in the linear approximation of the flow around the equilibrium
point L1, a branch of the unstable 1D-manifold of L1 departs to the {x <
x1, y > 0} region, and the other one departs to the {x > x1, y < 0} region.
We denote these branches as W u

−,W
u
+, respectively, and by symmetry we have

that the branches W s
−,W

s
+, enter to the {x < x1, y < 0}, {x > x1, y > 0}

regions, respectively. This was shown by [8] for the RTBP. In our problem,
we have the same kind of behavior, and we have used the same notation.
These branches may be regarded as the skeleton of the 2D-manifolds of the
LPO for h > h1. So we keep the same notation for the corresponding four
branches of the 2D-manifolds of a LPO.

Concerning homoclinic phenomena, we recall that an homoclinic connec-
tion to an invariant object is an orbit that tends, forward and backward in
time, to the invariant object. Therefore, it belongs to both its stable and
unstable manifolds. We explore the existence of ‘transversal’ homoclinic con-
nections that occur when the unstable and the stable manifolds of a given
hyperbolic object (the equilibrium point or a LPO) intersects transversally.
This implies the existence of infinitely many homoclinic connections and
infinitely many periodic orbits with increasing period tending to these ho-
moclinic connections (the so called blue sky catastrophe phenomenon by
Devaney, see [9]).

Furthermore, when the invariant manifolds intersect transversally, it is
possible to find orbits following a prescribed itinerary of transit and non-
transit across the bottleneck around the LPO. Fixed an energy level, transit
orbits, are trajectories that cross the bottleneck region determined by the
zero velocity curves, going from the {x < x1} half space to the {x > x1}
one or vice-versa, and non–transit orbits are the ones bouncing back to any
of the half-spaces. The existence of transit and non-transit orbits is related
to the behavior of the invariant manifolds and the existence of homoclinic
connections. When the invariant manifolds intersect, it is possible to find
orbits that alternatively live inside the inner region close to the origin and
go to the outer region. More specifically, for small values of K and values
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of the energy h1 < h < h2 there exist orbits that leave the inner region,
and, theoretically, should ionize (or escape, according to the transition state
theory -TST-) but they do not, since they surround the exterior region, enter
the interior region again, leave it, and enter again, many times as desired.
Moreover, we remark that, depending on the value of the energy and K, the
ionization is not allowed due to the existence of invariant tori that prevent
from escape, as we will see in the next Section.

The existence of homoclinic connections depends on the energy level, but
also on the value of K. We will focuss our attention on small values of
K, for which we have not seen any remarkable difference, so we show here
some numeric results for K = 0.1. Some comments for big values of K are
included.

3.1. Homoclinic connections to L1

We start considering L1 and the existence of homoclinic connections to it.
By Lerman (see [14]), we know that for any value of K such that there is a
symmetric homoclinic connection to L1, there will be homoclinic connections
to LPO for the values of the energy close to that of L1. As mentioned above,
this implies infinitely many connections to the same LPO, many different
trajectories with prescribed itineraries and the presence of chaos.

The existence of symmetric homoclinic orbits is investigated, which occur
when W u and W s intersect at the x-axis perpendicularly (that is, with x′ =
0). In order to find the values of K such that L1 has such a connection,
we follow the branch W u

+ up to its j intersection with the x axis and we
keep the value of x′, that we denote by x′j(K). Due to the symmetry (A.2),
for each value of K such that the function x′j(K) = 0, the corresponding
trajectory has an orthogonal crossing to the x-axis and becomes a symmetric
homoclinic connection to L1. Such a connection is in the “inner” region of
the motion around the origin, we call it an inner connection. In order to
explore “outer” connections, the intersection of the branches W u

− and W s
−

should be considered. In the same way that we show that there exist an
infinity of values of K for which an inner homoclinic connection exists, a
similar result follows for the outer connections.

For different values of j, we have computed the function x′j(K), for K > 0.
We have not found any value of K such that x′1(K) = 0, whereas there ap-
pears a decreasing sequence of values of K with x′2(K) = 0 (see Figure 3 (a)).
Thus, there are many values of K (tending to zero) for which a symmetric
homoclinic connection to L1 exists. These connections perform two loops
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around the origin, which are called 2-round homoclinics. It is worth remark-
ing at this point the n-round bifurcation phenomenon that takes place at L1

regarded as a center×saddle equilibrium point of an analytic Hamiltonian
system of 2 degrees of freedom. Any K belonging to a 2-round symmet-
ric homoclinic connection is the accumulation point of 2j-round homoclinic
connections. For a similar behavior in the RTBP see [2].
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Figure 3: (a) Left. Plot of functions x′j(K), j = 1, 2, corresponding, for each K, to the
value of the coordinate x′ of the point of the orbit of the unstable invariant manifold of
L1 at its j-th intersection with x-axis. Each value of K for which x′2(K) = 0 corresponds
to a 2-round symmetric homoclinic orbit (SHO). (b) Right: Example of a 2-round SHO
((x, y) projection) for K = 0.0880305.

As we can see in Figure 3 (a), for small values of K the values of x′2(K)
are also small. Therefore, the branches of the invariant manifolds are almost
coincident. Even when there is no homoclinic connection to the equilibrium
point, as the energy increases the manifolds of the Lyapunov orbits get bigger
(in size) and for energies very close to h1 there always exist a homoclinic
connection to the corresponding orbit. This is shown in the next Subsection.

3.2. Homoclinic connections to LPO and transit orbits

Along this subsection we take a LPO and W
u/s
± are the branches of the

invariant manifolds associated with it (where the sign ± has the same mean-
ing as in the previous case). Due to the behavior of the manifolds, for values

of the energy h > h1, close to h1, the branches W
u/s
+ go to the inner region

limited by the zero velocity curve around the origin, whereas the branches
W

u/s
− go to the outer region, revolving around the zero velocity curve (see Fig-

ure 1 and 4 (a-c)). Therefore, we will find homoclinic connections when the

branches W
u/s
+ or the branches W

u/s
− intersect. We denote by un± = W u

± ∩Σn
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and sn± = W s
±∩Σn the intersection of the branches of the invariant manifolds

with a given Poincaré section Σ at the n-th crossing. We say that there exists
a homoclinic orbit of type (−n,−k) if un− ∩ sk− 6= ∅, and of type (+n,+k) if
un+ ∩ sk+ 6= ∅ (see Figure 4).

We remark that with such a definition, we may have either symmetric or
non symmetric homoclinic orbits. Notice that homoclinics of type (+n,+m)
perform a path in the inner region limited by the zero velocity curve, whereas
that of type (−n,−m) revolve around the zero velocity curves in the outer
region.

We only present some of the homoclinics found for small values of K. A
whole description of the families of homoclinic connections when the param-
eter K varies is beyond the scope of this paper. In the figures that follow in
this section, red color corresponds to unstable manifolds and blue to stable
ones. The section considered has been Σ = {x = a}, where a is a fixed and
suitable value depending on the energy, the branches taken into account and
the value of K. The branches of the invariant manifolds are 2-dimensional
sets, and thus their intersections with a specific section, the sets un± and sn±,
are 1-dimensional sets. As the energy is constant and the value of the x
coordinate is fixed, we have plotted these intersections in the plane (y, py)
(see Figure 4, (d-f)).

We show the results obtained for K = 0.1. The inner homoclinics are
obtained when the branches W u

+ and W s
+ are considered (see Figure 4, left

(a) and (d)). Starting with their second and first intersections respectively
with a section Σ = {x = a}, for a constant a ∈ [x1, 0], we have found that
both branches intersect, for any value of the energy h > h1 (as we expected
before the exploration done in the previous Subsection). Thus there exist
at least two families of inner homoclinic connections of type (+2,+1) for a
certain range of values of the energy h > h1. See Figure 5, (a), for an example
of such a homoclinic orbit.

Concerning outer homoclinics, we study the behavior of the branches W u
−

and W s
− up to several intersections with a section Σ. Close to the equilibrium

point (i.e., considering LPO with energy close to that h1), these branches do
not intersect. As the energy increases, the invariant manifolds get wider and
they intersect giving rise to the first outer homoclinics (see Figure 4, center
(b), (e) and right (c), (f)). We have found homoclinics of type (−1,−2) for
h ≥ −1.54736975 and of type (−3,−2) for h ≥ −1.59236975. In Figure 5,
(b) and (c), two examples of these homoclinic connections are shown.

Concerning the existence of homoclinic orbits for different values of the
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h = −1.59676975 h = −1.46536975 h = −1.57836975
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Figure 4: K = 0.1. The values of the energy are indicated above each column. Top: from
left to right (a), (b), (c), the branches of the invariant manifolds associated to a Lyapunov
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level. Bottom: from left to right (d), (e), (f), the sets un±, sk± corresponding to the
intersection of the invariant manifolds of the first row with a specific section, plotted in the
plane (y, py). The intersection points of these sets correspond to homoclinic connections
of type (+2,+1) (left, (d)), (−1,−2) (middle, (e)), and (−3,−2) (right, (f)).
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Figure 5: K = 0.1. Examples of homoclinic connections in configuration space, (a) an
inner homoclinic (left, h = −1.59676975), and two outer homoclinics ((b) middle and (c)
right, h = −1.46536975 and h = −1.57836975), each one of the type indicated below. The
dotted lines represent the zvc at each energy level.

parameter K, we remark the following:

1. We have found homoclinic orbits of type (+2,+1) (inner homoclinics,
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see Figure 4 (d)) for all values of the energy h > h1 explored and for the
values K = 0.1, 1, 2, 5, 10. We expect to have such kind of homoclinics
for all values of K (at least within the range [0, 10]).

2. We have not found homoclinic orbits of type (−n,−k) (outer homo-
clinics) for K = 2, 5, 10 and values n ≤ 15 and k ≤ 14, whereas for
the values of K ≤ 1 considered there exist homoclinic orbits of type
(−n,−k) for different values of n and k (see Figure 4 (e) and (f)).

3. In this paper, just particular homoclinic orbits of several types have
been computed, but we might also be interested in computing whole
families of homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits. The numerical method
for such a computation and the application to the RTBP (in celestial
mechanics) are described in [3].

As stated above, the existence of a homoclinic orbit implies the existence
of transit orbits. When the unstable invariant manifold W u

− intersects the
stable one, part of it goes “inside” the tube W s

− (see the part of the red
curves inside the blue ones in Figure 4 (d-f)), returns close to the LPO
orbit in the bottleneck region and travels to the inner region (with respect
the zvc) of motion: at this passage close to the LPO the orbits are transit
orbits (see Figure 6 (a)). If the orbit considered does not go “inside” the
tube of the stable manifold, the next approach close the LPO will be a non-
transit passage (see Figure 6 (b)). Analogously, as W u

+ intersects W s
+, if an

orbit goes “inside” the tube W s
+, it will be a transit orbit from the inner

region towards the outer region. An so forth: an orbit on one branch of
the invariant manifolds can travel from the outer to the inner regions or
viceversa, depending on its position with respect the successive intersections
between the invariant manifolds. Here we use the term transit for an orbit
that travels from the inner region around the nucleus to the outer region (or
viceversa) at least once, and non-transit otherwise.

This fact has special interest when the invariant manifolds are not con-
fined inside a bounded region (we explain this in more detail in the next
Section). In Figure 7 an example of an orbit with transit passages belonging
to W u

− is shown. We plot the (x, y) projection and the evolution of the dis-
tance to the origin, r(t), when varying the time. In this specific example, the
orbit has two passages through the bottleneck around the LPO, but it might
have other close approaches to the LPO for bigger values of time. The irreg-
ular oscillating pattern of r(t) is well explained from the transist/nontransit
behavior of the orbit.
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Figure 6: Example of transit ((a), left) and non-transit ((b), right) passages. The orbit on
the left plot (a) has a transit passage towards a neighborhood of the origin at its approach
to the Lyapunov orbit, whereas the orbit on the right plot (b) does not. In both cases,
the orbits (in black) belong to the unstable branch Wu

− which intersects the stable branch
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−.
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Figure 7: K = 0.1, h = −1.46536975. Example of an ionizing orbit belonging to the
unstable branch Wu

− with transit passages close to the LPO. (a) Left, projection in con-
figuration space of the orbit and the LPO (in blue). (b) Right, curve of the distance to
the origin as a function of time, (t, r(t)).

As we have seen, the transit and non-transit orbits are due to the existence
of basic homoclinic connections, which correspond to the first intersections
between the branches of the invariant manifolds. Furthermore, this existence
also implies the existence of infinitely many other homoclinic connections. In
order to illustrate this infinity, we have considered the LPO, for K = 0.1 and
h = −1.46536975 in Figure 5 (b), parameterized with an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π].
For each θ we have considered the associated orbit on W u

−, and we have
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computed the necessary time to reach the Poincaré section x = 1 after n
iterates, tx=1

n . Each homoclinic connection corresponds to a value θ for which
there exists a value of n such that tx=1

n is not defined. On the one hand, we
show in Figure 8 (a) the curves (θ, tx=1

n ), for n = 3, 5, 7, 9. For n = 3 we
can see the two particular values of θ corresponding to the two homoclinic
orbits of type (−1,−2) (see also Figure 4 (e)). For tx=1

n , with n = 5, 7 we also
see many other values of θ associated with homoclinic orbits of other types.
Of course, this rich structure repeats on and on for higher values of n. On
the other hand, in order to detect ionizing orbits belonging to the invariant
manifolds, we plot in Figure 8 (b), the curves (θ, tx=5

1 ) and (θ, tx=10
1 ), that is,

the time to reach the section x = 5 and the one to reach x = 10, assuming this
time is less than a bounded time tmax (tmax = 130 in this computation). If
an orbit does not reach these values of x it is considered as a confined orbit.
The values of θ in the plot that have no image on the curves correspond
either to orbits that are confined for all time in a region (x, y) with x < 5 (or
x < 10), or to orbits that need a time longer than tmax to reach the given
section. On the contrary, the orbits that reach “faster” the sections fixed
are the candidates to be orbits that ionize. As we can see, there are many
different kind of orbits, and in particular many candidates of orbits on the
unstable manifold to escape to infinity, with transits and no-transits.
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Figure 8: K = 0.1, h = −1.46536975. We plot (θ, tx=a
n ), where θ is the angle used to

parameterized the LPO and tx=a
n is the time needed by the associated orbit to θ on the

unstable branch Wu
− to reach the Poincaré section x = a after n iterates. (a) Left, section

x = 1 and n = 3, 5, 7, 9. To each θ such that tx=a
n is not defined corresponds a homoclinic

orbit. (b) Right. (θ, tx=5
1 ) (blue) and (θ, tx=10

1 ) (red). In this case, the values of θ without
image correspond either to bounded orbits or orbits that need a larger time than t = 130
to reach the section x = 5 or x = 10.
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4. Ionizing/escaping orbits

One of the main goals of the paper is to localize and explain the behavior
of orbits that ionize “slowly”, in the sense that they do escape towards infinity
after a complicated dynamical history. We will see that we can find two types
of these orbits: ones that are essentially perturbed keplerian ellipses, and
other due to the behavior of the invariant manifolds associated to the LPO,
like the ones we have shown before depending whether they exhibit transit
passages to the origin or not.

In this Section we describe, by means of Poincaré section plots (PSP),
the evolution, when varying the energy h, of the dynamics from a global
point of view, taking into account the different invariant objects that take
place and their role. In particular, we begin recalling the dynamics of the
two-body problem and then we analyze its evolution for K > 0, in particular
the destruction of the invariant KAM tori that give rise to chains of periodic
islands and chaotic zones.

A PSP has been typically computed as follows: for a fixed value of the
energy h we take a set of initial conditions x = x0, y = 0, x′ = 0 and y′ = y0
(|y0| obtained from the energy h) and varying x0. From the two-body problem
(K = 0), one can see if the initial conditions considered correspond to an
approximated hyperbolic orbit (positive energy in the non-rotating frame)
or to an approximated elliptic orbit (negative energy). It can be shown (see
next Section) that for a positive x bigger than a certain value, all the values
y′0 > 0 correspond to approximated hyperbolic orbits, which simply spiral
outwards and escape towards infinity. Therefore, we have always considered
y′0 < 0. For each initial condition, we integrate the corresponding orbit up
to n intersections with the section x′ = 0 –we will simply say n iterates– and
we plot the (x, y) projection of the n intersection points such that y′ < 0.

4.1. The two-body problem: K = 0

It will be useful to recall first the caseK = 0, that is the rotating two-body
problem. As it is well known, this is an integrable problem and the possible
orbits come simply from the rotation of ellipses, parabolas or hyperbolas.
Therefore, the bounded orbits correspond to rotating ellipses which are either
periodic or quasiperiodic orbits, seen as fixed points or invariant curves in
the PSP. In Figure 9, we show a PSP for K = 0 and a fixed value of the
energy, with some of the invariant curves corresponding to rotating ellipses
and the escaping points corresponding to a parabolic and a hyperbolic orbit.
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On one hand, there are invariant curves around the origin corresponding to
orbits inside the bounded component of Hill’s region (see Figure 1, (a)), on
the other hand, there are invariant curves corresponding to rotating ellipses
in the unbounded component of the Hill’s region. Such invariant curves are
responsible for the inverted bell shape of the PSP (in blue in Figure 9). It is
clear that the escaping orbits correspond to parabolic or hyperbolic orbits.
The limit (or boundary) between the bounded and the unbounded orbits
corresponds to the parabolic orbit that exists for each fixed value of the
energy.
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Figure 9: K = 0 and h = −1.7. Points (x, y) on the PSP x′ = 0, y′ < 0. For the rotating
Kepler problem, the orbits can only be either rotating ellipses (the invariant curves in
the plot, the red ones in the bounded component of the Hill region and the blue ones
in the unbounded Hill region) or rotating parabolas or rotating hyperbolas (both cases
correspond to unbounded sets on the PSP). The parabolic orbits are the frontier between
the elliptic and hyperbolic ones.

4.2. Global dynamics for K > 0

Now we consider our problem for K 6= 0, and we start considering the
value K = 0.0015749. We choose this value as the one corresponding to
F = 0.01 and w = 4 used in Figure 12 in [6]. In Table A.1 the location
of the equilibrium points and its energy are shown. Since the Hamiltonian
is non-integrable, the dynamics is richer and there appear other invariant
objects typically expected in Hamiltonian systems with 2 degrees of freedom.
Actually the generic character of motion in such systems is now fairly well
understood. In particular, many invariant curves survive and many others are
destroyed (according to KAM theorem) and there appears the overlapping of
resonances phenomenon. So the regular orbits and chaotic ones are intimately
interlaced.
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Of course we will find such dynamics in our Hamiltonian. What we want
to stress is the inheritance of the K = 0 case as well as to identify some of the
invariant objects that appear for different values of the energy. In particular,
for K > 0 the PSP keeps its inverted bell shape. Moreover, we focus our
attention on the main purpose in this paper, which is the explanation and
location of erratic orbits: orbits that seem to ionize, but do not, or that ionize
very slowly (large escaping time). Typically, the (x, y) projection of these
orbits can travel close to (depending on the zvc barrier) and very far from
the origin in an erratic way, that is, the distance r(t) =

√
x(t)2 + y(t)2 has

several different maxima and minima, with large differences between these
extrema. Of course the minimum distance will depend on either the zvc
barrier or the last invariant curve (when varying the energy).

With these aims in mind, next, we analyze for different values of the
energy the PSP obtained. We explore the following ranges of h:

1. h < h1. In this case the forbidden Hill’s region is a ring whose bound-
aries are two closed curves (see Figure 1 (a)). Therefore the motion in
configuration space takes place either in the inner region (or bounded
component) or in the outer region (unbounded component).
So let us take h = −1.7 (from a qualitative point of view we have the
same dynamics for smaller values of h). In Figure 10 a PSP for this
energy level is shown. The problem behaves as the rotating 2-body
problem in the bounded (and small) possible Hill’s region of motion
around the origin (see Figure 10, (a)). We clearly see two stable fixed
points that correspond to the stable direct orbit of family d with x0 > 0
and the stable retrograde one of family ri with x0 < 0, respectively.
We also appreciate the invariant curves surrounding them. Notice the
similarity with the left hand side of Figure 9.
On the unbounded Hill’s component, we can see the stable retrograde
periodic orbit of family ro and the invariant curves surrounding it (Fig-
ure 10, (b)). We remark the differences with the K = 0 case on the
unbounded Hill component, as the dynamics is not so regular due to
the destruction of some of the invariant curves from K = 0 to K > 0.
There are many periodic orbits, thin chaotic layers separated by invari-
ant curves and also regions of global stochasticity, since many external
invariant curves are broken and the merging of layers occurs. Clearly,
inside the invariant curves the motion is bounded. The farther from
the origin the initial conditions are taken, the more the invariant curves
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are broken, appearing stable periodic orbits (chains of islands) and hy-
perbolic periodic orbits instead.
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Figure 10: K = 0.0015749 and h = −1.7. Points (x, y) on the PSP for x′ = 0, y′ < 0 (a)
in the bounded component of Hill region (left), and (b) in the unbounded Hill component
(right). In the inner region, the two fixed points correspond to two stable periodic orbits
of the main families d and ri. In the outer region, a stable periodic orbit of the family ro
is shown.

Outside these invariant curves, it is possible to find erratic orbits, vis-
iting different chains of islands. The presence of hyperbolic orbits in
between these chains of islands and heteroclinic connections between
them allows the existence of orbits that escape slowly going far and
close to the zvc several times. Actually, this is the typical behavior
of orbits that take place outside the outermost invariant curve around
the origin and are related to the chain of islands present in the chaotic
zone. In spite of the apparent stochastic behavior of the iterates, we
can detect a certain structure: on one hand the iterates surround sev-
eral chain of islands, passing through them each time the orbit makes
a turn around the origin. On the other hand, at a certain moment,
the iterates start to go farther and farther from the origin at each turn
around it. This kind of orbits can ionize, but the time to escape def-
initely to infinity is greater than the escaping time for those orbits
close to rotating hyperbolic orbits for which the distance to the origin
increase from the very beginning.

2. h ∈ (h1, h2). We fix the value h = −1.5 which is in the range desired for
the value of K considered (see Table A.1). For this range of energies,
the zvc is a bounded right-moon shaped curve that intersects the x-axis
at two points (only at the point L1, for the exceptional case h = h1).
See Figure 1, (b). In Figure 11 a PSP for h = −1.5 is shown. In this
Figure the forbidden region of motion is also recognizable among the
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iterates of the Poincaré map in the inner region and those in the outer
region. Recall that in this case there is a neck that allows trajectories
traveling from the inner region (around the origin) and the outer region.
Therefore there is no motion barrier (on the (x, y) position variables)
around the origin.
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Figure 11: K = 0.0015749, h = −1.5. PSP plot where the orbits of the main families are
shown. The 1D curves corresponding to the intersection of the 2D invariant manifolds of
the LPO around L1 with the section are also shown in blue. In this case, these invariant
manifolds are confined inside the outermost invariant curve around the origin. We also
see the moon-shaped forbidden region of motion.

For h = h1 the equilibrium point L1 appears, and the inner direct
orbit and the outer retrograde ones, existing for h < h1, disappear
for h = h1 tending to the 1-dimensional manifolds W u and W s of the
unstable equilibrium point L1, as stated previously. Now, for each
h > h1, on one hand there exists the LPO around L1, as well as its
invariant stable and unstable manifolds, which are almost coincident.
On the other hand, there also exists the internal retrograde periodic
orbit (and the invariant curves around it) that persists for all values of
the energy. And, although L2 does not exist, the LPO of long period
of family ol2l does. All of these orbits of the main families ol1, ri and
ol2l are shown in Figure 11.
Around the origin there is still a region of bounded orbits due to the per-
sistence of some invariant curves that confine the motion inside them.
Outside the outermost invariant curve around the origin (there are in-
finitely many other invariant curves farther on, grouped in chain of
islands, but they do not confine the motion we are interested in) the
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chaoticity increases and we can find erratic orbits visiting the chains of
islands and suitable for ionization.
Notice that for the energy level shown in Figure 11, the invariant man-
ifolds W s

− and W u
− of the LPO around L1 (in blue in the Figure) are

confined inside the region bounded by the outermost invariant curve
and, therefore we can conclude that for this range of values of h these
invariant manifolds are not responsible for ionization and do not play
any role in the existence of orbits with slow ionization. Clearly, this
depends on the energy value considered, for higher values of h it might
happen that the invariant manifolds are not confined. This will be
shown for bigger values of K.
Since orbits suitable for ionization take place outside the last invariant
curve, it could be of interest, at each energy level, to locate this last or
outermost invariant curve. In order to do this, we have taken an initial
condition x0 such that it is outside the outermost (from the PSP), for
example x0 = 5.5 and 105 iterates. Then, we plot the corresponding
PSP just for this orbit. See Figure 12, where the last invariant curve
is the frontier of the chaotic region.
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Figure 12: K = 0.0015749, h = −1.5. Points (x, y) on the PSP for the orbit x0 = 5.5,
y = 0, x′ = 0, y′ < 0. The frontier of the stochastic region gives rise to the last invariant
curve.

3. h2 < h. We have taken h = −0.557 to show the behavior of the
dynamics. Now there is no zvc. There exist the stable retrograde
orbit of family ri, the stable LPO of short period around L2, and the
hyperbolic LPO around L1 and its invariant manifolds, W u and W s. In
Figure 13 we show the PSP for the energy value chosen. As happened
before in the previous case, at this energy level, there exists a last
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invariant curve around the origin. As in the previous case, for this
value of K, the outermost confines the invariant manifolds of the LPO
of family ol1. Erratic/ionizing orbits can be found outside it.
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Figure 13: K = 0.0015749, h = −0.557. Points (x, y) on the PSP for x′ = 0, y′ < 0.
Blue and red colors correspond to orbits outside and inside the outermost invariant curve
around the origin, although this invariant set has not been computed.

As a final comment, we remark that some erratic orbits located on the
inverted bell-shaped part of the PSP can be related to those of the K = 0
case. In fact, this kind of erratic orbit consists of a “chain” of approximated
ellipses such that at each turn around the origin there is a “close” approach
to the nucleus (the minimum distance depending on the zvc) and the maxi-
mum distance tends to increase (maybe not at each turn, but in general the
tendency is to increase). In Figure 14 an orbit of this type is shown: (a) the
PSP of the orbit, where we can see the structure shown in the previous plots;
(b) the orbit in non-rotating coordinates the chain of approximated ellipses
can be clearly seen; and (c) the behavior of the variations of the osculating
semi-major axis and eccentricity along the orbit, that is, computed as if it
were a solution of the two-body problem (see also next Section).

Now we consider bigger values of K. The PSP are qualitatively similar to
the ones shown in the previous cases, and thus, erratic orbits can be found
visiting the chaotic layers. However, the main difference is that for bigger
values of K and depending on the energy h, the invariant manifolds W u

and W s of the LPO of the family ol1 are not confined inside the outermost
invariant curve around the origin. Therefore, they do play a role in the
existence of escaping/ionizing orbits.
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Figure 14: K = 0.0015749, h = −1.4. We take an orbit with initial condition x0 = 6.,
y0 = x′ = 0 and y′0 < 0 and follow it for a long time. (a) Top left, PSP of the orbit. (b)
Top right, the projection in configuration space of the orbit in non-rotating coordinates.
In spite of the apparent chaotic behavior of the iterates on the PSP, the orbit follows
different perturbed ellipses. (c) Bottom, the evolution of the semi-major axes a and the
eccentricity e (curves (t, e) in red and (t, a) in blue).

For example, we consider K = 0.1 and h = −1.46536975, which is the
value taken in the previous subsection when exploring homoclinic orbits, see
Figure 4 (b) and (e). In Figure 15 we plot a PSP where we can distinguish
between the region of invariant curves inside the outermost (confined mo-
tion), some erratic and hyperbolic (fast escaping) orbits, and the invariant
manifold W u

− (W s
− behaves similarly). Notice that the invariant manifolds

are outside the outermost invariant curve. We have just plotted the first 30
iterates of the manifold with the Poincaré section x′ = 0, y′ < 0 but we might
find orbits on W u that grow and escape. In this case, due to the intersection
of the manifolds W u and W s, their interaction is very rich and there exist
infinitely many homoclinic orbits (see also the previous Section), transit and
non-transit orbits confined for all time and also transit and non-transit orbits
that finally escape (ionize).

Let us illustrate this rich variety of orbits. We consider now the Poincaré
section Σ = {x = 1} . In Figure 4, (b) and (e), we have shown the in-
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Figure 15: K = 0.1, h = −1.46536975. (a) Left, PSP showing some of the invariant
tori in the confined region of motion, the invariant manifold branch Wu

− of the LPO of
this energy, and some escaping orbits. (b) Right, detail with only the invariant manifold
and the invariant tori. In this case, the manifolds are not confined (inside the outermost
invariant curve) and they do play a role to explain ionization.

tersections of the outer branches of the invariant manifolds of the LPO of
this energy value with the section x = 1 at their first encounter, that is, at
the first intersection of W u

− with Σ and the second one of W s
− with Σ giving

rise to the curves u1− and s2−, respectively. Clearly, there exist two (outer)
homoclinic connections. We focuss our attention on the part of the curve u1−
(red curve in the plot) inside the region bounded by the curve s2− (blue one).
When following the flow up to the third crossing with Σ, we obtain an open
curve that spirals, on and on, tending to u1− and inside it. More concretely,
the orbits on this part of the unstable branch will have (along the time from
the first to the third crossing with Σ) a transit passage at their return close
to the LPO, and after some time around the origin, they eventually can have
another transit passage to the outer region and will return to the section
x = 1 again. On the other hand, if we consider the part of the curve u1−
(red curve) outside the curve s2− (blue one) in Figure 4, these orbits have a
non-transit passage close to the LPO and return to the x = 1 section again,
giving rise to the spiraling curve to u1− and outside it. See Figure 16 (a). Of
course, when following the flow on W u

− forward in time, for example from the
3rd to the 5th crossing with Σ, we have the same kind of behavior, which is
represented in Figure 16 (b).

Notice that, on the one hand the intersection of the unstable branch
with the section (when taking into account different crossings) is broken in
several curves that intersect the stable curve, giving rise to infinitely many
homoclinic connections. These homoclinic connections correspond to the
discontinuity points on Figure 8. Remark that in this figure, for n = 3,
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Figure 16: K = 0.1, h = −1.46536975 and Σ = {x = 1}. Intersection curves un− for (a)
n = 1, 3 (left), and also (b) n = 5 (right) which corresponds to the n-th crossings of Wu

−
with Σ and curve s2− at the second crossing of W s

− with Σ. The pieces of the curves un−
inside the region bounded by s2− correspond to orbits with transit passages close the LPO.

also transit and non-transit orbits can be detected. Transit orbits of the
unstable manifold spend more time in their return to the section x = 1 and
are located in between the two primary homoclinic orbits. Furthermore, all
the orbits on the unstable branch that lie on the bounded region limited by
the curve corresponding to the stable branch will have a transit passage in
the next approach to the LPO. Subsequently, we can know if an orbit has
transit passage localizing the point on the plot and its location with respect
the stable manifold.

In particular, erratic orbits with large excursions far away from the ori-
gin and with close approaches to it can be found. In Figure 17 we show
two examples of this behavior. Of course these two orbits provide a simple
example of the extraordinarily complicated motion due to the effect of the ex-
istence of infinitely many homoclinic orbits. Close to these homoclinic orbits
we can find orbits performing a path similar to the homoclinic connections,
having passages close to the LPO (with transit or not), but as the invariant
manifolds are not confined inside any invariant torus, they can finally ionize,
although the time to escape can be very large.

Therefore, we can conclude that for values of K big enough and suitable
energy h, the invariant manifolds W u and W s become a mechanism to explain
a rich variety of ionizing and erratic orbits.
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Figure 17: K = 0.1. Plots of the distance r(t) to the origin of orbits on the unstable
branch Wu

− associated to a LPO with transit passages through the bottleneck around the
LPO. (a) Left, h = −1.46536975. (b) Right, h = −1.1.

5. Quantitative predictions for escape rates

So far we have discussed some relevant elements of the structure of the
phase space, and more particularly those related to ionization/capture.

Our main goal in this Section is to localize and classify the set of ini-
tial conditions of ionizing and erratic orbits and to give some experimental
estimates of escaping time.

First of all, we recall that, given an orbit of the CP problem, it may
remain bounded for all time or become unbounded and escape. In the last
case, the electron ionizes (it follows an ionizing orbit). In the process of
ionization, we will distinguish two kinds of behavior, that we will call fast
and slow ionization.

(i) Fast ionization (FI). An electron has a fast ionization when it follows
an orbit that, in rotating coordinates, spirals out toward infinity. The
distance to the nucleus increases tending to infinity as time increases,
and there is no passage close to the nucleus. In the inertial (non rotat-
ing) coordinates, such an orbit can be approximated by a hyperbolic
orbit, so the orbit escapes to infinity.
The dynamics of the FI can be explained from the fact that, when
the electron follows an orbit that does not approach the nucleus, its
influence can be neglected. Thus, the CP problem can be approximated
by a Hamiltonian where the term 1/r has been removed. The new
Hamiltonian has associated a linear system of differential equations
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whose solutions can be expressed as:

x(t) = C1 cos t+ C2 sin t+ C3(cos t+ t sin t) + C4t cos t+K,

y(t) = −C1 sin t+ C2 cos t+ C3(− sin t+ t cos t)− C4t sin t,

for any Ci ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , 4. So, except for the periodic orbits that
exist for h = K2/2 > 0, the electron follows a solution that spirals out
and the distance to the nucleus r(t) tends to infinity, both forward and
backward in time.

(ii) Slow ionization (SI). An orbit with a slow ionization escapes to infinity
very slowly. The orbits exhibit an erratic behavior, that is, in inertial
coordinates, they consist of a chain of approximated ellipses. Therefore,
there are successive approaches to the nucleus (at each turn there is a
pericenter passage close to the origin) and the function r(t) does not
have a monotone behaviour: on the contrary, it exhibits a sequence of
maxima and minima corresponding to each close and farther passage to
the nucleus at each revolution around it. For a long enough time, the or-
bit escapes. We emphasize that the main difference between slowly and
fast ionizing orbits is the existence or not of successive close passages
to the nucleus.

Actually an ionizing orbit can also exhibit both behaviors, first a SI fol-
lowed by a FI. However we remark that, if an orbit exhibits a SI for a certain
time, then either can continue the same behavior, be a bounded solution, or
even escape in a FI after some time. In Figure 18 top we show one example
of an orbit exhibiting a SI for a long time, and another one that escapes fast
towards infinity after just a couple of revolutions around the nucleus.

A criterium to decide whether an orbit has a hyperbolic (fast escape)
behavior from a particular time t is to check if the osculating sidereal energy
Es(t) is positive. At each point, the osculating energy Es is the energy that
corresponds to the solution of the two-body problem that approximates the
orbit, and can be computed from their osculating elements. Since Es(t)
shows typically an oscillating character, when varying time, the criterium
to decide when an orbit can be approximated by a hyperbola will be that
Es(t) > δ > 0, for a given small δ. An orbit satisfying this condition will
exhibit a FI from this time on.

Given a set of initial conditions, we would like to identify the regions
that correspond to bounded and ionizing orbits. From a numerical point of
view, the FI behavior is easy to distinguish because the distance to the origin
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Figure 18: Two orbits of the CP problem for K = 0.0015749, and h = −1.4. Fom top to
bottom: the orbit in inertial coordinates (X,Y ), the behavior of the function Es(t) and
the PSP of each orbit at the section x′ = 0, y′ < 0. Left: initial condition x0 = 3.8. Right
x0 = 300.

grows continuously (after a given time). However it is difficult, in principle, to
distinguish between orbits with a SI and bounded orbits. Furthermore, if an
orbit exhibits an erratic behavior (going back and forward to a neighborhood
of the origin) for a certain long enough time, for practical purposes we can
consider that the orbit does not escape. Therefore we define a new type of
orbits that depends on a given (large) distance D and a given (large) time T :
the effective bounded erratic orbits, EBE orbits. An orbit exhibits an EBE
behavior if while t ≤ T , it does not reach the distance D from the origin
and its osculating energy Es(t) is not positive, so it may be regarded, from a
practical point of view, as a bounded orbit, although we do not know if for
bigger times the orbit becomes bounded or escapes. Of course a periodic or
quasi-periodic orbit orbit will be EBE orbits that will remain bounded for
all time.

It is important to emphasize that if an orbit is not an EBE orbit, it does
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not mean that it ionizes, or on the contrary, an ionizing orbit can be an EBE
orbit for a specific time T and distance D.

These behaviors are shown in Figure 18, where two different orbits are
considered. On the left, we have fixed D = 100 and T = 105. We show an
orbit (initial condition at x0 = 3.8) with an erratic behavior for a long time
(a concatenation of ellipses in the inertial reference frame –top left–, and see
also the PSP plot –bottom left–), although it is not an EBE orbit for these
values, as it reaches the distance D at time t = 74011.69. Nevertheless, we
do not know if it ionizes: up to time T it exhibits a SI behavior and for the
time considered t ≤ 105, the osculating energy Es < 0 (middle plot on the
left). On the right plot we have considered a different orbit (initial condition
x0 = 300) and D = 800 and T = 5 × 104. In this case, the orbit has a
SI behavior for a short period of time, and in fact the osculating energy is
negative while t . T1 = 27861, and then escapes in a FI.

Now in order to get a first insight of the set of initial conditions candidates
to give rise to FI or EBE orbits, let us recall the case K = 0. In the two-body
problem the parabolic orbits (constant sidereal energy Es = 0) are the barrier
between the hyperbolic ones (Es > 0) –that correspond to FI orbits– and the
elliptical ones (Es < 0) –bounded orbits–. But for K 6= 0, due to the non
integrability character of the Hamiltonian, this barrier is not evident at all.
However, for small values of the parameter K, the two body problem gives
a first clue to start the numerical exploration. For K 6= 0, those orbits with
Es > 0 (in fact, bigger than a given tolerance) are the natural candidates
to FI orbits, whereas those with Es < 0 are candidates to be EBE orbits,
although there will exist orbits with initial Es < 0 that exhibit an EBE
behavior for a certain period of time and become FI orbits afterwards, see
below.

As we are interested in localizing the initial conditions corresponding to
EBE orbits, it is enough to restrict our attention to initial conditions on the
positive y = 0 axis and different velocities. So, given K 6= 0, and for each
fixed energy value H = h, we consider the set of orbits with initial conditions
in the rotating frame (x0, y0, x

′
0, y
′
0) such that x0 > 0, y0 = 0, x′0 = v cos θ,

y′0 = v sin θ, θ ∈ [0, 2π), where v is determined using the constant energy by

h =
1

2
v2 − 1

2
x20 −

1

x0
+Kx0. (3)

that comes from Equation (2). Therefore each pair (x0, θ) is associated with
a unique initial condition and a solution of the CP problem.
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At this point, we want to recall that for values of the energy h less that
h2 (the value of the energy at the equilibrium point L2) , there exist zero
velocity curves and a region of forbidden motion (see Figure 1). When the
energy is even less than h1 (the value corresponding to L1), the Hill’s region
(where the motion is allowed in configuration space) has two components, a
bounded region around the origin, where the motion is obviously bounded,
and an unbounded one. For values of h ∈ (h1, h2), the region around the
nucleus is not closed (the Hill’s region has only one component), so an orbit
can escape. But close to the nucleus, the dynamics is strongly governed by
its presence and the invariant manifolds associated with the Lyapunov orbits
that are born around L1. We are interested in the general behavior of the
orbits when they are not so close to the nucleus, so we focuss our attention
on initial conditions located at the “right-hand side” of the zero velocity
curve, that is, with x0 > xc > 0, being xc the farthest intersection of the zero
velocity curve with y = 0 (in configuration space).

So, for each fixed energy h, we consider the region {(x0, θ) ∈ [xm,∞) ×
[0, 2π)}, where θ = 0 and θ = 2π are identified, and xm is a suitable positive
value not close to the origin (typically xm ≥ xc when zero velocity curves
exist, but bigger values of xm can be considered). The solution of the CP
problem can be approximated by a solution of the two-body problem with
initial osculating sidereal energy E0

s

E0
s =

1

2
(X ′2 + Y ′2)− 1√

X2 + Y 2
=
v2

2
+
x20
2

+ x0v sin θ − 1

x0
,

where X = x0, Y = 0, X ′ = v cos θ, Y ′ = x0 + v sin θ and v comes from
Equation (3). In particular we have that E0

s = 0 if and only if

sin θ =
−h− x20 +Kx0

vx0
. (4)

This expression gives a curve inside the region of the (x0, θ) plane considered
(see Figure 19). This curve delimits what we call the erratic region R, defined
as the set of points (x0, θ) for which E0

s < 0. The initial conditions inside this
region will be the natural candidates to correspond to EBE orbits. Clearly,
as we are using the two body problem as an approximation, this is valid only
for small values of the parameter K.

We want to stress some properties of the shape of the erratic region R.
First, recall that we are looking into the right hand side of the zero velocity
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curve (when it exists), that is, x0 > xm. Second, let f(x) be the function on
the right hand side of Equation (4). The region R corresponds to those points
such that sin θ < f(x). It can be shown that if h < −1/(2K), f(x) < −1,
and the region R is empty. When h > −1/(2K), we have that

(a) f(x)2 = 1 has exactly two solutions,

τ1,2 =
1 +Kh±

√
1 + 2Kh

K2
,

and |f(x)| < 1 for x ∈ (τ1, τ2). So the region R is bounded.

(b) As x0 grows, the shape of the region is like a “spear” symmetric with
respect θ = 3π/2. This is due to the fact that f(x) tends to −1 very
quickly.

In Figure 19 the shape of the region R is shown, for different values of the
energy. For example, for the value K = 0.0015749, the minimum value of the
energy for which R is not empty is −317.480475. We are not interested at
all in such big negative values of the energy (in this case, also the forbidden
region is huge). We will explore moderate values of the energy, say h ≥ −2.
For these values, the last point for which the erratic region exists is of order
2/K2 ' 4.03175 × 105, so although R is bounded, we can still find orbits
with initial conditions far away from the nucleus and with negative osculating
energy.
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Of course the boundary of R is not really a barrier that separates er-
ratic orbits from FI behavior, but it (somewhat) shows where the transition
between the two behaviors occurs.

Then, fixed a value of the energy h, a distance from the origin D and a
time T , we explore the region of the (x0, θ) plane with x0 < D, and proceed
in two steps as follows. For each fixed x0:

1. the curve (4) gives an interval (or several intervals) of values of θ,
Ix0 = [ax0 , bx0 ] for which E0

s < 0. Since E0
s = 0 is not exactly a barrier,

we will explore values of θ ∈ Ix0,ε = [ax0 − ε, bx0 + ε] with a constant
ε > 0. If there exists more than one interval, we repeat the procedure
in all of them.

2. We consider a set of values in Ix0,ε, an for each one we integrate the
corresponding initial conditions and we apply the numerical criterion
to identify EBE orbits.

We performed several explorations for K = 0.0015849, h = −1.4 and
x ∈ [3, 10]. We fixed D = 100 and considered two different final times:
T = 5× 104 and T = 105. The total number of values of θ ∈ [0, 2π] is fixed,
although we focus our attention in the values corresponding to the interval
Ix0,ε for each initial x0. We classify the orbits as EBE or FI depending if the
two conditions (not escaping and negative sidereal energy) are both satisfied,
or none of them respectively. If only one of the conditions fail, we are in a
kind of intermediate state: it can happen that an orbit reaches the distance
D before the final time, but its sidereal energy Es is negative, or the contrary,
the orbit does not escape for t < T , but it reaches the final time with positive
sidereal energy. In the first case, we cannot be sure about the future behavior
of the orbit, it can be an EBE orbit for a bigger value of D or T , or escape,
whereas if an orbit exhibits positive Es we can predict that it will escape. In
fact, we have not found any orbit of the last case. Therefore, we will show
the results corresponding to EBE orbits, FI orbits and orbits that reach the
distance D for t < T with Es < 0.

In the explorations done, and as we expected, the EBE orbits are located
inside the erratic region. In Figure 20 we show the other two types of orbits,
and the curve corresponding to E0

s = 0. The FI behavior (in green) is located
outside the erratic region, and the orbits that cannot be classified as EBE
or FI orbits for these specific values of T and D are located around that
curve, and inside the erratic region. As it was predicted from the two body
problem, we can see how the set of initial conditions corresponding to EBE
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orbits shrinks. We can also observe how when we increase the final time, there
is a significant amount of orbits that were classified previously as EBE orbits
for the smaller final time and for the new final time they reach the distance
D. Nevertheless, all of these orbits still have negative sidereal energy, so we
can expect them to act as EBE orbits still for some time.
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Figure 20: For K = 0.0015749, h = −1.4, D = 100, and T = 5 × 104 (left) and T = 105

(right), the plots show the points that correspond to initial conditions of orbits that cannot
be considered EBE for these values of T and D, but they still have negative Es (in blue),
and FI orbits (in green). The black line corresponds to the curve E0

s = 0.

In fact, we can measure the ratio of EBE orbits for each initial x0. We
count the number of EBE orbits and the number of orbits that reach the
distance D but have negative Es. In Figure 21 such ratios (maximum 1) are
plotted. We can see that for x0 = 3 these orbits are below 8% of the total,
whereas for x0 = 10 they are less than 1%.
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Figure 21: For K = 0.0015749, h = −1.4, D = 100 and T = 5 × 104 (left) and T = 105

(right), the plots show the ratio of initial conditions of EBE orbits (in red) and the ratio
of orbits that can not be considered EBE for these values of T and D, but they still have
negative Es, when reaching the distance D (in blue).
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(right), the plots show the ratio of initial conditions of EBE orbits (in red) and the ratio
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negative Es, when reaching the distance D (in blue).

The same kind of explorations have been done for other values of h ob-
taining similar results. We show in Figure 22 the plot of the ratios obtained
when taking D = 100 and T = 5× 104 for h = −1.7 and h = −0.557.

In fact the existence of the stable retrograde periodic orbit of family ri
(see Figure 10 for h = −1.7 and 13 for h = −0.557) is the responsible for the
existence of the invariant curves and the erratic region for the region of EBE
orbits. In particular, the bigger the x0 (the smaller the interval of θ such
that the associated initial condition satisfies E0

s < 0), the larger the number
of orbits that reach the distance D and this agrees with the behaviour of the
chaotic orbits shown in the PSP of Figures 10 and 13.

From the numerical results we can conclude that for a small K 6= 0:

• Given a neighborhood U of the origin, of moderate radius r, if an orbit
does not enter U , it typically describes a fast ionizing orbit. For each
h, the set of (x0, θ) exhibiting FI has relative big measure (with respect
to θ ∈ [0, 2π)).

• For any given energy, there exists a small (bottleneck shaped) erratic
region in (x0, θ), thinner as x0 grows, containing initial conditions of
EBE orbits. Moreover, the ratio of EBE orbits (which is typically
bigger than the ratio of orbits that reach D for t < T with Es < 0),
becomes smaller when x0 grows. See Figures 21 and 22.

• Since the erratic region R is bounded, there is a maximum value x0,M ≈
2
K2 such that, for x0 > x0,M , any initial condition (x0, 0, x

′, y′) gives
rise to a FI orbit. However x0,M is very big, so we can also find large
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values of x0 and values of θ close to 3π/2 (from (4)) which are the
natural candidates for initial conditions of EBE orbits. See for example
Figure 18 right with x = 300 and θ = 4.712389 and Figure 20.

• The stable orbit of family ri, its surrounding tori as well as the fact that
our problem is close to an integrable one play an important role in the
dynamics. So we have the simultaneous presence of regular (periodic
and quasiperiodic) orbits as well as regions of stochasticity.

6. Conclusions

We have considered the hydrogen atom in circular polarized microwave
fields, paying special attention to in the ionization process. The problem has
been attacked with an strategy combining two points of view: as a perturbed
Kepler problem and as a 2 degree of freedom Hamiltonian problem where the
standard tools of dynamical systems can be applied.

For small K > 0, the ionizing/escaping orbits either come from perturbed
non-bounded orbits of the K = 0 case, whose corresponding (x, y) projection
spirals fast outwards to infinity, or they are erratic orbits, that is, during its
journey to ionization, the electron undergoes erratic motions (making several
passages close to the origin), resulting in ‘slowly’ ionizing trajectories (finally
escaping to infinity).

The dominant channel for escape for moderate electric field values is due
to ‘diffusive’ motion in KAM tori region in the outer part of the phase space.
Phase space transport from the inner region due to stable/unstable manifold
mechanism only plays a role for fairly large field strengths. Actually, the
mentioned manifolds for very smallK are situated inside the domain bounded
by the outermost invariant KAM-curve and thus do not play any role in the
ionization.

Through the analysis of the homoclinic connections, we have explained
the path followed by the electron to leave and possibly return (many times)
to the nucleus giving rise to bounded or ionizing orbits.

However not all initial conditions lead to ionization, so we have analysed
and classified several areas of phase space and some quantitative (experimen-
tal) estimates for the escape rates have also been discussed.
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Appendix A. Equations and basic features of the CP problem

In this Section, we give some details with respect to the equations and
some features of the CP problem. We consider the Hamiltonian given by (1).
We restrict our attention to solutions contained in the plane z = 0 (planar
problem), so we omit the variables z and pz. Moving to a frame rotating with
the CP field (with angular velocity w), the Hamiltonian becomes autonomous
and its expression is

H1 =
1

2
(p2x + p2y)− ω(xpy − ypx)−

1

r
+ Fx,

where now (x, y) and (px, py) correspond to positions and momenta in the
rotating frame. This Hamiltonian can be simplified by re-scaling time and
distances. Defining a new time s = wt and introducing the symplectic change
of coordinates with multiplier a2w

(x, y) = a(x̃, ỹ), (px, py) = aw(p̃x, p̃y),

the expression of the Hamiltonian in the new variables, after dropping the
tilde, is

H2 =
1

2
(p2x + p2y)− xpy + ypx −

1

r
+Kx,

where K = F/w4/3 > 0 and a has been chosen such that a3w2 = 1. The
relation between both Hamiltonians is H2 = H1/w

2/3, and H2 is in fact
the Hamiltonian H (2) of the CP problem. Clearly, the change performed
does not have sense if w = 0. We remark that for K = 0 this Hamiltonian
corresponds to the two body problem.

The equations of the motion of the CP problem (2) are

x′ = px + y,
y′ = py − x,
p′x = py − x

r3
−K,

p′y = −px − y
r3
,

(A.1)

which satisfy the symmetry

(t, x, y, px, py) −→ (−t, x,−y,−px, py). (A.2)

This implies that, for each solution of the equations of motion, there also
exists another one which is symmetric with respect to y = 0 in configuration
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space. In particular, periodic symmetric solutions with respect to y = 0
intersect this axis perpendicularly twice. We use this property to find families
of periodic symmetric solutions.

Using the equations of motion (A.1) the equilibrium points can be found
as the solutions of the system

x− x
r3
−K = 0,

y − y
r3

= 0.

The second equation is satisfied only when y = 0 or r = 1. If we substitute
r = 1 in the first equation we have K = 0, which corresponds to the two
body problem. Restricting our attention only to K > 0, then y = 0 and the
x coordinate of an equilibrium point has to satisfy

f(x) = x3 −Kx2 − sign(x) = 0, (A.3)

where sign(x) stands for the sign of x.

Lemma 1. The problem given by the Hamiltonian (2) has only two equilib-
rium points located at (xi, 0), i = 1, 2 with the following properties:

1. max(−1,−1/
√
K) ≤ x1 < 0 and x2 > max(1, 2K/3);

2. limK→0 x1 = −1 and limK→0 x2 = 1;

3. both xi, i = 1, 2, are increasing functions of K.

Proof. On one side, the function f(x) defined in (A.3), increases in (−∞, 0),
f(−1) = −K < 0 f(−1/

√
K) = −K−3/2 < 0 and limx→0− f(x) = 1.

On the other side, the function f(x) decreases over (0, 2K/3), increases
in (2K/3,+∞), f(1) = −K < 0 and f(2K/3) < 0, limx→0+ f(x) = −1,
limx→∞ f(x) = ∞. Thus, there only exists two solutions of f(x) = 0,
x1 < 0 < x2 satisfying the properties of the first statement.

Second statement comes directly from the continuity of xi, i = 1, 2 with
respect K. Finally, for each i = 1, 2, deriving implicitly the equation f(xi) =
0 with respect to K we have that xi are increasing functions of K.

We call Li the equilibrium point located at (xi, 0), i = 1, 2 and we denote
by hi = H(Li), i = 1, 2 the energy at each equilibrium point. In Table A.1
the position and energy of the equilibrium points for two different values of
the parameter K are shown (the ones mainly used through the paper).
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L1 L2

K = 0.0015749
x1 = −0.99947531 x2 = 1.00052524
h1 = −1.50157449 h2 = −1.49842469

K = 0.1
x1 = −0.96775311 x2 = 1.03446911
h1 = −1.59836975 h2 = −1.39829568

Table A.1: Equilibrium points: position (x coordinate) and energy for two different values
of K

The linear stability of each equilibrium point is stated in the following
Lemma.

Lemma 2. Let L1, L2 be the equilibrium points of the problem given by the
Hamiltonian (2). Then, for K > 0

1. L1 is of type center×saddle for all values of K.

2. L2 is of type center×center for K ≤ 3−4/3

2
' 0.11556021 and is a

complex saddle for K > 3−4/3

2
.

Proof. The eigenvalues associated to each equilibrium point can be easily
calculated in terms of the first coordinate of each point xi, i = 1, 2. In the
case of L1, the eigenvalues are ±λi, i = 1, 2, where

λ21 =
2x31 + 1 +

√
8x31 + 9

2|x1|3
, λ22 =

2x31 + 1−
√

8x31 + 9

2|x1|3
.

It can be proved that λ21 > 0 and λ22 < 0 for all values of K, so that L1 is of
type center×saddle.

In the case of L2, the eigenvalues are ±µi, i = 1, 2, where

µ2
1 =

1− 2x32 +
√

9− 8x32
2x32

, µ2
2 =

1− 2x32 −
√

9− 8x32
2x32

.

It can be seen that for K > 3−4/3

2
, the discriminant 9 − 8x32 < 0, and for

K ≤ 3−4/3

2
, both µ2

i < 0, i = 1, 2.
Finally, we examine the topology of the region in configuration space

where the motion is possible, called Hill’s region following the naming in
celestial mechanics. In particular we are interested in how the zero-velocity
curves (that is, the boundary of the Hill’s regions) evolve as a function of
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K and the energy. Notice that, from the first statement of Lemma 1, the
equilibrium points are such that limK→+∞ x1 = 0 and limK→+∞ x2 = +∞.

The zero velocity curve (zvc) is obtained from Hamiltonian (2). For a
fixed value of the energy H = h, the modulus of the velocity v =

√
x′2 + y′2

is given by

v2 = 2h+ r2 +
2

r
− 2Kx.

Thus, the zero velocity curve for a fixed energy level h is defined implicitly
by

r2 +
2

r
− 2Kx = −2h, (A.4)

or equivalently, (x−K)2 + y2 + 2
r

= K2 − 2h. We notice the following:

• For h < 0 with large |h|, the region of motion has two components:
a bounded one, near the origin and inside a closed curve close to the
circle r = −1/h (inner component), and an unbounded one, outside a
closed curve similar to the circle of center (K, 0) and radius

√
K2 − 2h

(outer component). See Figure 1, (a).

• For h = h1 the two zero velocity curves intersect at L1 and for h > h1,
the region of motion has only one component, and the inner and outer
regions are connected via a bottleneck region around the equilibrium
point L1. See Figure 1, (b) and (c).

• The maximum value of h for which a zero velocity curve exists is h2.
After this value all the plane is available for the motion.
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